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Farmers and allied professionals “went with the flow” at a recent OAK Field Day focused on drip 

irrigation.  Drip-irrigation systems are now the industry standard due to its efficiency, explained Dr. 

Rachel Rudolph, UK Extension Vegetable Specialist, as drip can reduce water use for some crops up to 

50%.  [Additionally, according to UK’s “Irrigation Systems” fact sheet (available on OAK’s Field Day 

Resources page), combining drip with plastic mulch systems can also double marketable yields!] 

UK Sustainable Agriculture Professor Brent Rowell led participants through an instructive show-and-tell 

of drip irrigation components and terminology.  This in-classroom introduction laid the groundwork for 

demonstration and hands-on installation of drip system components within a greenhouse (gravity-fed, 

solar-powered system) and high tunnel (municipal water and standard electrical system) at UK 

Horticultural Research Farm.  Drip system components in the intro discussion included… 

• Center main line > submains > valves > driplines: esp good setup w/long driplines 

o Often configured PVC> blue lay flat > drip tape 

• Orchard tubing / blue stripe: often used for header line that supplies drip tape 

o choices include oval (larger) and round (smaller) 

• Drip tape and drip tubing with regularly spaced emitters (water-releasing holes) 

o 8 mil is the standard thickness for diversified vegetable production and is often used 

under plastic mulch; 15 mil or thicker “orchard tubing” is more commonly used with 

perennial crops 

o Layflat main and submain lines wear out: holes loosen and leak after a couple of years; 8 

mil drip tape is usually used only 1-2 seasons; 15 mil could be used for several years 

(due to its thickness). Cost of drip tape is directly related to its thickness and the emitter 

spacing selected.  

o Turbulent flowpath (w/in drip line) prevents clogging 

o 6-12” emitter spacing is typical w/diversified vegetables 

▪ Emitter spacing is less important than timing of water application (with plant 

development). Drip tape with emitters spaced closer together (meaning more 

emitters per foot of drip tape) costs more. 

▪ TIP: It is not necessary to have a dripper at each plant.   

o Drip tape Components (Refer to Dr. Rudolph’s Manifolds for Drip Irrigation document on 

our webpage) 

▪ Punch tools for adding dripline connectors (TIP: easiest, quickest to punch when 

drip tape is pressurized) 

• Punch tools vary in price and usefulness 

▪ Connectors  

• W/valves attached for turning water on/off at mainline (TIP: connectors 

w/o valves can be used for repairs, are cheaper than those w/valves). 

• T fitting – divide flow whenever possible 

• Coupler:  to repair holes/cuts 

• Pressure regulator: reduces water pressure of header line to the working pressure of driplines 
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o spring-loaded; only works when pressurized flow is present 

o 8-12 pounds per square inch (psi) is common for drip systems but lower is possible (1-

3psi) when using gravity-fed systems for <1/4 acre areas/zones. 

• Moisture sensors: help determine water needs 

o Moisture below the soil surface often reaches a larger area than can be seen by the wet 

spot on the surface 

o Tensiometers: bury to root zone = 6-12” (TIP: to achieve suction required for proper 

reading: create hole, insert meter, and fill-in around meter w/a mud slurry) 

▪ 35-40 centibars = time to water! 

o GDot + sensor (from Australia); higher end product, looks promising 

• Filters: simple screen filter recommended for municipal water sources; disc or sand filter 

required when using surface water sources 

o Municipal water? screen filter 

o Pond, spring, well? disc filter  

o Pond w/algae or heavily-sedimented water? sand filter 

• Backflow prevention: required when using municipal water systems or when fertigating**  

o Double Check Valves – must match to system size 

• Automated controllers, sensors, and timers: increasingly available for drip irrigation 

• Pumps : continue reading for help in selecting a pump 

[TIP: Certified organic standards require irrigation water quality testing - verify your certifier’s 

recommendations for irrigation (and wash) water.] 

NOTE: Drip system supplies will vary based on size of fields/area to be irrigated, crop-specific water 

requirements, and soil type.   

In selecting pumps to increase pressure in drip systems, the manufacturer labels often list “max head” 

and “max capacity (or flow)” – which is important only in determining gallons per minute (gpm) and 

pounds per square inch (psi).  Dr. Rowell offered a simple explanation and calculation for help with this 

(available soon as UK Extension publication HO-122: Go with the flow, Simple Calculations for Small Drip 

Irrigation Systems; we’ll keep you posted via the OAK newsletter and Field Day Resources webpage!) 

The term “head” is often used to indicate the maximum height which a pump can push water and is 

expressed as psi or the vertical height (feet).  “Maximum flow rate” (or capacity) is the amount of water 

a pump discharges at its outlet (level surface, no head).  Yet in order to know a pump’s true 

performance, we need to know its flow rate at different pressures, especially the flow rate we calculate 

for our own needs.  

Flow rate can be simply calculated by measuring how long our system takes to fill a 5 gal bucket and 

dividing by 5, providing us with our gallons per minute (gpm) flowrate. Irrigation supply companies and 

manufacturers provide resources to show the pump’s performance curve.  Where our capacity (gpm) 

and the curve intersect indicates a pump’s pressure in psi (or height in feet) at this flow rate.   

Larger production plots require higher pressures and flow rates.  Double the plot, and the flow rate must 

also be doubled by increasing pressure and/or flow - achieved with larger diameter pipes, larger pumps, 

or higher water tanks in gravity systems.  Dr. Rowell stressed that water height = water pressure.  Going 

up a slope loses pressure at the rate of 1psi per 2.3 ft of elevation.  Going down a slope gains pressure.  
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(Even small humps and unevenness in a plot can cause pressure losses and trapped air in lines.)  Every 

inch counts!  This is especially important in low pressure gravity-fed systems: pressure is not affected by 

the tank size or volume, only by the height of water in the tank. 

Ultra-low-pressure gravity systems have a lower flow rate but offer the same uniformity of flow for 

small plots and tunnels.  Dr Rowell’s “Off the Grid” UK Extension publication (available in Field Day 

Resources), provides an excellent overview of these systems aligned with rainwater catchment for small 

plots and high tunnels.  (High Tunnel TIP: Dr Rowell recommends professional gutters cut to full tunnel 

length and professional-grade gutter brackets mounted on support boards additional to the tunnel’s hip 

boards).  Low-powered solar pumps (TIP: save money w/ a bilge pump used in boats) added to water 

collection tanks allow the systems to operate efficiently when water levels are too low to use gravity 

alone.   

Considering solar for these or other ag projects?  Educate yourself on 30% federal tax credit (for systems 

for which ‘construction begins’ by the end of 2019.) + rapid depreciation of capital cost (MACRS) credits 

+ (up to) 25% USDA REAP funding 

**Fertigation involves adding fertilizers directly into the irrigation system.  Injectors include venturi and 

gravity tank injectors (no moving parts; smaller-scale use), or pressurized tank or water-powered 

“Dosatron” types (often used in greenhouses and larger-scale production).  Water soluble fertilizers are 

fed into the injectors, allowing fertilizer to mix with irrigation water and be pumped directly to the 

plants’ root zone.  (NOTE: Certified organic growers have few choices for liquid fertilizers and many of 

those options may contribute to drip line and filter clogging, reducing actual fertilizer rates achieved.)  

When fertigating, be sure that the filter is downstream of the injector and a backflow preventer is 

upstream of the unit to prevent fertilizer from entering your water source. 

For winter protection in gravity-fed drip systems (avoiding damage from frozen pipes): valves can be 

installed at low points in the line to assist with draining the system. Flush valves will open every time the 

system shuts off, draining water trapped in the line. 

While not specifically offering an endorsement of their products, Dr. Rowell mentioned the Rainflo 

catalog as a good resource for understanding drip irrigation systems; Dripworks Planning Guide provides 

another simple resource.  The UK Center for Crop Diversification has a recently updated irrigation page 

that should not be missed!  Additional resources can be found on OAK’s Field Day Resources page, 

elaborating on all of the topics touched on here.    

 

OAK is grateful to Dr. Rachel Rudolph and Dr. Brent Rowell and the UK Horticultural Research Farm for 

offering this incredible learning opportunity for participants.   
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